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Project Samples

• Data management

Monitoring and data collection

• Data analysis

Healthy Together Now – Developed an online reporting

• Data base design

system that gathers information at the community level and
provides reports at the regional and provincial level.

• Data visualization

Overview
Daniel has considerable expertise in quantitative
data collection and analysis. He designs userfriendly online data portals which can be used to
report on program outputs and outcomes. Daniel
also provides helpdesk functions for organizations
collecting data through online systems.
Prior to working at Health in Common, Daniel
implemented and managed the OttoCYCLE project
at the Centre for Sustainable Transportation (CST),
tracking cycling activity using GPS. He holds a
Bachelor of Environmental Studies focusing on
Environmental Communication and has 12 years
of experience using websites and technology to
communicate ideas.

Laurel Centre – Developing an online data collection
system that aligns data collection across the organization
and generates reports, replacing a system requiring manual
collation and calculations.

Evaluation project support
North Point Douglas Women’s Centre – Evaluated
the volunteer, counselling and safety programs, including
developing accessible data collection tools, such as a
community safety survey, youth outreach worker tracking
forms, volunteer tracking forms, and a counselling client
satisfaction survey. Interviews and focus groups were
facilitated to collect data on program effectiveness.

Kelsey Recreation Commission, Northern Health
Region & The Town of the Pas – Facilitated a
participatory evaluation of One Step Ahead, a diabetes
prevention initiative delivered through a partnership with
the Northern Regional Health Authority, Kelsey Recreation
Commission and the Town of the Pas. Support included
utilization of findings.

Ka Ni Kanichihk – Facilitated a participatory evaluation of
the All Children Matter (ACM) conference, a public awareness
forum on the sexual exploitation of children in Manitoba.

